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I. INTRODUCTION: SMART MACHINES KNOW YOU ARE PREGNANT AND CAN HELP WITH LITIGATION

People are brand-loyal almost by habit: they have a typical store or set of stores where they go for everyday purchases, use products that they know or like, and, as a result, buy the same brands from those stores essentially on autopilot. However, when people go through a major life event, like graduation, a new job, or a move, their shopping habits frequently change: they become open to disrupting brand preference habits that may have remained static for years, and they suddenly begin purchasing new brands or product lines.¹ After the major life event, customers’ product preferences likely will return to a static state, but a new product will be the beneficiary of the shoppers’ habits. In other words, a correctly-timed advertisement can drive years of repeat consumer purchases.

The birth of a child is an especially disruptive event, both for a new-parent’s personal life and for the parent’s buying habits. New parents buy a lot of stuff, made up mostly of new products and new brands they’ve never had to purchase before. Marketing to new parents has a great return on investment, and is typically easy, as birth records are generally public.² But therein lies the rub: because every retailer has access to public birth records, new parents are inundated by product and service advertisements as soon as the child arrives.

Moreover, the shift in buying habits for new parents does not begin at the birth of the child but several months earlier. By the second trimester, pregnant women shift their buying habits to start purchasing, among other items, prenatal vitamins, purses or bags large enough to hold diapers and other supplies, and unscented versions of lotions and hygiene products.³ The challenge to marketers is two-faceted: they need to learn of a woman’s pregnancy before the birth not only to beat competitors to the punch but also to capture buying habit changes that occur during the pregnancy itself.

In 2012, an irate man walked into a Target outside Minneapolis with a stack of coupons in his hand, having seen first-hand the fruits of Target’s attention to this marketing problem. He demanded to know why the store manager thought it was appropriate to send his high-school aged daughter a mailer full of coupons for maternity items, baby clothes, and cribs, and asked if Target was trying to encourage the girl to get pregnant. When the manager called to follow up and apologize again a few days later, the father’s tone was conciliatory. His daughter was due in August.⁴

But how did Target know?

Target knew because of a predictive coding model it had developed for anticipating pregnancies. It started by working backwards: it provided its predictive model with birth registry announcements and birth records, then cross-referenced the mother’s names against Target’s records to find what mothers were its customers. Target then looked at everything these customers had bought at Target before giving birth. The model looked for patterns in behavior

² Id.
³ Id.
⁴ Id.
and started learning from the data entered into it. After it had received a sufficient amount of data, it began churning out predictive indices of pregnancy that could eventually determine a woman’s pregnancy status and even due date based on her purchases and purchase timing of key products. The model could then suggest other products responsive to the woman’s probable buying habits going forward.\(^5\)

Target had hit the jackpot, but too well. When the company started shipping pregnancy-related advertisements to customers identified by its predictive model, the customers complained. Many found it intrusive and unsettling that Target could determine they were pregnant without being told.\(^6\)

So what do pregnant women, Target, and data analytics have to do with being a lawyer? As it turns out, data analytic technologies can be used for more than simply instigating family drama or inducing brand switches in beer and toilet paper. They can also significantly aid in litigation discovery and other potential legal service applications. This paper will provide a brief history of machine learning and discovery in litigation. It will then explain how machine learning is used in discovery, the pros and cons of the technologies, how courts have reacted to the new technology, and how this topic can be applied in the franchise context.

II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF AI: SEARCHING FOR BOBBY FISCHERBOT

A. Rise Of The Chess Machines

The history of artificial intelligence ("AI") has largely been written on the chessboard. Chess, which requires significant mental cognition and ingenuity to play well, has long been the favored test subject for machine learning.\(^7\)

Initial explorations into building a machine that could think for itself took place in the 1770s, when an inventor named Wolfgang von Kempelen introduced Vienna’s royal court to a then-modern wonder of the world: a machine that could play chess against a human opponent.\(^8\) This machine was in the shape of a man sitting at a table in front of a chessboard, and was soon nicknamed the Turk because of its clothing and overall outward appearance. Before each game, von Kempelen would make a grand display of opening the Turk to show the eager onlookers the inside compartment, with the hopes of dispelling any notions of trickery and proving that the machine thought and decided on its own while playing.\(^9\) Following this routine, the crowds watched in amazement as The Turk played chess against a human being and clearly thought out each move as it played, responding as needed to the completely unpredictable move the player

\(^5\) Id.

\(^6\) Id. Target solved the creepiness problem by simply adding more non-pregnancy ads into the mailer to mask the pregnancy ads; pregnant women considered an ad mailer consisting solely of pregnancy ads “creepy,” but were excited to find the same pregnancy ads in a mailer surrounded by unrelated ads. The latter scenario did not trigger the idea that they were being tracked, but merely left them with the sense that Target had some products that were useful to them.

\(^7\) See, e.g., FENG-HSIUNG HSU, BEHIND DEEP BLUE: BUILDING THE COMPUTER THAT DEFEATED THE WORLD CHESS CHAMPION, 32 (2002) (explaining that building a chess machine that could defeat a World Champion was the "holy grail" of computer science).


\(^9\) Id.
had made just moments prior.\textsuperscript{10} The Turk would even know if its opponent cheated, and would
delicately move the offending piece back to signal its awareness.\textsuperscript{11} No one could understand how
this machine was able to replicate human cognition; many theorized on how von Kempelen tricked
the audience, but at the time none could prove he was a fraud.

In reality, the Turk was a cheat. Hardly the example of artificial intelligence it purported to
be, the Turk simply concealed a man hidden inside the body of the machine that played for him,\textsuperscript{12}
defeating such patzers\textsuperscript{13} as Napoleon and Edgar Allen Poe. However, the Turk’s emergence
during the Industrial Revolution prompted a new line of scientific inquiry: what if, instead of simply
creating a machine to perform repeated physical tasks, we could teach one to think?

In 1912, Spanish civil engineer and mathematician Leonardo Torres y Quevedo built an
automaton called El Ajedrecista, which was capable of playing a simplified chess endgame with
three pieces.\textsuperscript{14} El Ajedrecista played the white king and rook against a human playing the black
king, won by checkmate every time regardless of the human player’s moves, and was capable of
detecting illegal moves through its rudimentary algorithm.\textsuperscript{15} The device used electromagnetic
mesh circuitry that encoded the positions of each piece on the board. It was eventually upgraded
by Quevedo’s son to include a voice recording announcing “checkmate” when the machine won.\textsuperscript{16}

As the power of computing and imagination into what it could achieve blossomed, so did
customers’ explorations into digital chess. The mid-Twentieth Century saw computing
luminaries such as Alan Turing, whose “theory of computation” suggested that a machine could
simulate any process of formal reasoning by algorithm,\textsuperscript{17} and John McCarthy, the MIT scientist
who coined the term “artificial intelligence” in the 1950s, both writing early computer chess
programs.\textsuperscript{18} McCarthy’s “Kotok-McCarthy” program, considered the first chess program to play
convincingly, bears the ignominious distinction of becoming the first chess program to lose a
match between two computer players. The M-2 at the Moscow Institute for Theoretical and
Experimental Physics, a project advised by three-time world chess champion and computer
scientist Mikhail Botvinnik, defeated Kotok-McCarthy 3-1.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{10} Id.

\textsuperscript{11} Id.

\textsuperscript{12} Id.

\textsuperscript{13} A chess term for a low level or poor chess player. From the German patzen, “to bungle” or “to blunder.” Patzer,

\textsuperscript{14} See El Ajedrecista, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Ajedrecista (last visited Aug. 2, 2019); see also
Andrew Williams, HISTORY OF DIGITAL GAMES: DEVELOPMENTS IN ART, DESIGN AND INTERACTION, 30-31 (2017).

\textsuperscript{15} El Ajedrecista, Wikipedia, supra note 14; Williams, supra note 14 at 30-31.

\textsuperscript{16} El Ajedrecista, Wikipedia, supra note 14; Williams, supra note 14 at 30-31.

\textsuperscript{17} Alan Turing, Digital Computers Applied To Games (1953), http://www.turingarchive.org/browse.php/Bf/7; see also

\textsuperscript{18} Id.; see also Kotok-McCarthy, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kotok-McCarthy (last visited Aug. 2, 2019);
Alan Kotok, A Chess Playing Program for the IBM 7090 (June 1962) (Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering Thesis) (available at: https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/17406) (last visited
Aug. 2, 2019).

\textsuperscript{19} Kotok-McCarthy, Wikipedia, supra note 18.
By 1970, there was a World Computer Chess Championship, initially dominated by the “Chess” program developed by Larry Atkin and David Slate at Northwestern University.\(^{20}\) Within the decade, Chess Version 4.5 won a human Class B tournament (~1700 Elo rating),\(^{21}\) and by the early 1980s some programs were playing at Master levels.\(^{22}\) From there, computers rapidly ascended the chess ranks, collectively improving at a rate of about forty Elo points per year.\(^{23}\) (The corresponding rise in human performance over the same timeframe was a paltry two points per year.)\(^{24}\) In 1996, IBM's supercomputer named Deep Blue beat Garry Kasparov, the undisputed best human chess player at the time, in a single game, but lost the overall match; the next year, artificial intelligence came into its own, as Deep(er) Blue won the rematch 3.5-2.5.\(^{25}\)

These computers used modified brute force search methods: they simply ran through millions of moves and countermoves and analyzed the resulting positions.\(^{28}\) The increases in playing strength were largely the result of more computing power, along with more carefully mapped pruning and extension strategies.\(^{27}\) Pruning and extension strategies are the ability of the program to stop looking at obviously bad options (like countermoves that provide no strategic benefit) or to further explore interesting or potentially beneficial options (like unconventional, but strategically advantageous moves).\(^{28}\)

B. Artificial Neural Networks Learn How To Learn

More recently, chess computers have crossed the line from pure analysis to actual learning. One of the most powerful chess engines today, the AlphaZero, trained itself to play Chess with only the rules of Chess provided to it; it had no other initial instructions, opening books, 


\(^{21}\) The Elo rating is a method for calculating relative skill in zero-sum games. Originally developed for chess by Arpad Elo, a Hungarian-American physics professor and master chess player, it has been used in a wide variety of competitive games and forms the main statistical predictor behind sports prediction rankings such as Sagarin's college football ratings or those of fivethirtyeight.com, the politics and sports website run by Nate Silver. The difference in Elo scores between two players gives a predicted likelihood of success for the higher-ranked player. Evenly-matched opponents can expect to win 50% of games against each other. A player 100 points above an opponent can expect to win 64% of games; 200 points, 76% of games. In general, a beginner player is around an 800 Elo score; a mid-level player around 1600; a professional player around 2400; and an elite professional around 2800. See Elo Rating System, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elo_rating_system (last visited Aug. 2, 2019); ARPAD ELO, THE RATING OF CHESSPLAYERS, PAST & PRESENT § 8.4 (1978); Mark Glickman, Approximating Formulas for the USCF Rating System, Feb. 22, 2001, http://math.bu.edu/people/mrg/ratings/approx/approx.html (last visited Aug. 2, 2019).


\(^{24}\) Id.


\(^{27}\) Id.

\(^{28}\) Id.
or endgame tables.\textsuperscript{29} AlphaZero simply played games against itself until it developed its own algorithms for finding worthwhile moves.\textsuperscript{30} In other words, given a simple starting condition (win = 1, loss = 0) and time to explore, AlphaZero was able to derive its own rules for analyzing the strength of individual moves.\textsuperscript{31}

AlphaZero relies on an “artificial neural network” to improve. An artificial neural network is a group of linked logical nodes designed to predict an output value for sets of input values.\textsuperscript{32} These can be chess moves, like the prediction that a player will be up nine points in relative strength for a move that captures the opponent’s queen\textsuperscript{33} without additional loss, or they can be just about anything else.

The power and value of artificial neural networks and machine learning is illustrated by a relatively simple hypothetical. Suppose I have a puss-cat.\textsuperscript{34} Not just any puss-cat, but a particularly photogenic and cute puss-cat. I have hilarious pictures of my puss-cat in amusing and unique situations that I want to use to start a new meme that will bring me internet fame and riches. But there’s a problem. I have thousands of pictures to sort through to find the ones of my puss-cat behaving desirably, and other people also occasionally take funny pictures of my puss-cat as he wanders the neighborhood. I do not have the time or ability to consistently sort through the pictures, tag my puss-cat, and upload the correct images to my social media accounts. So the question becomes, how can I find the pictures to make myself rich?

The solution to the problem is to use an artificial neural network. To do so, a system is needed with at least three sets of layers: an input layer, which pictures are fed into; a hidden layer, which performs calculations; and an output layer, which returns a positive value if the puss-cat is in the picture and a negative value if the picture is of anything else.\textsuperscript{35}

The newborn neural network is then provided a variety of pictures, including some of the puss-cat. The system looks at many aspects of data in the pictures – the locations and color of pixels, the shapes created by high-contrast edges such as the outlines of bodies or objects, image metadata embedded in the picture file, etc. – and spits out a guess as to whether each picture is of my puss-cat, or of something else entirely.\textsuperscript{36} Once it arrives at an output value, the machine


\textsuperscript{30} Id.

\textsuperscript{31} Id.

\textsuperscript{32} Id.

\textsuperscript{33} In chess, the relative strength of a position is often analyzed numerically as a predictive score of victory. Pawns are worth one point, knights and bishops three, rooks five, and the queen nine. Thus, capturing your opponent’s queen is “worth” nine points. Chess Piece Relative Value, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess_piece_relative_value (last visited Aug. 2, 2019); see also Chess Pieces Value, Chess.com, https://www.chess.com/article/view/chess-piece-value (last visited Aug. 2, 2019).

\textsuperscript{34} A recurring verbatim introduction to, and subject of, property law hypotheticals from Professor A. W. Brian Simpson (1931-2010). Professor Simpson taught Mr. Arnold’s property law class at the University of Michigan Law School.


\textsuperscript{36} Skymind, supra note 36; King, supra note 35.
performs a crucial step: it “backpropagates for error” by comparing the output to the known inputs.\textsuperscript{37} In other words, it asks itself whether it accurately identified the pictures of the puss-cat by looking at its previous answers. It then adjusts the weights it gives to various aspects of the data, perhaps assigning more importance to the color of particular pixels and less to the time of day the picture was taken, in an effort to minimize the error rate.\textsuperscript{38} Finally, the network runs this process as an iterative loop until it fine-tunes its puss-cat detection algorithm and can successfully pick out the photos of the puss-cat each time it runs.\textsuperscript{39}

C. \textbf{I’ll Take Computer Gameshow Contestants For $2000, Alex}

Another example of modern AI processing – and perhaps the one most related to e-discovery work – is Watson, the IBM natural language processing computer built to compete on Jeopardy! against human players.\textsuperscript{40} Watson grew out of the computer chess world; IBM took up the idea of competing on a Jeopardy! competition after Deep(er) Blue’s 1997 defeat of Garry Kasparov.\textsuperscript{41}

A quiz show is a trickier undertaking than chess. Especially Jeopardy! Chess is perfectly logical, semantically straightforward, and follows a series of set rules. By contrast, Jeopardy! makes intentional use of the ambiguities of natural language, and the clues given tease and dance around the specific information sought, employing allusion and connotation to point toward the desired result. To be effective, Watson would have to approximate understanding of natural language; it would have to surpass answering straightforward questions, like “This breed of puss-cat is native to Thailand and featured in the Disney movie \textit{Lady and the Tramp},” to handling the allusive or esoteric, like “We are, ‘if you please,’ this type of slender fur baby.”\textsuperscript{42}

Originally, Watson approached the natural language problem not by developing its own algorithm, but by running more than 100 algorithms simultaneously and comparing the results.\textsuperscript{43} Essentially, Watson is a massive database that thinks in probabilities; IBM seeded the computer with approximately 200 million pages of content, including the full text of the 2011 version of Wikipedia, and let it loose to run its algorithms on each instance of input data.\textsuperscript{44} Watson then constructed a confidence interval from the answers. The more algorithms that agreed on an answer, and the more robust those algorithms were at parsing the input given, the higher

\textsuperscript{37} Id.
\textsuperscript{38} Id.
\textsuperscript{39} Id.
\textsuperscript{41} Id.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.; see also Peggy Lee, The Siamese Cat Song, from \textit{LADY AND THE TRAMP} (Walt Disney 1955).
\textsuperscript{43} Thompson, supra note 40.
probability that the answer was correct.\textsuperscript{45} Once a response surpassed the confidence threshold the researchers set, Watson would buzz in and answer the question.\textsuperscript{46}

In the words of Ken Jennings, the Jeopardy! superstar champion who lost to Watson in a million-dollar challenge match, Watson “thought” much like a human player did:

The computer's techniques for unravelling Jeopardy! clues sounded just like mine. That machine zeroes in on keywords in a clue then combs its memory (in Watson’s case, a 15-terabyte databank of human knowledge) for clusters of associations with those words. It rigorously checks the top hits against all the contextual information it can muster: the category name; the kind of answer being sought; the time, place, and gender hinted at in the clue; and so on. And when it feels “sure” enough, it decides to buzz. This is all an instant, intuitive process for a human Jeopardy! player, but I felt convinced that under the hood my brain was doing more or less the same thing.\textsuperscript{47}

In a way, Watson’s original configuration represented a hybrid of human and artificial intelligence that approximates the artificial neural network: IBM scientists tested out various language algorithms with Watson and tweaked the algorithms themselves in the lab iteratively to arrive at better answers.\textsuperscript{48} Later versions of Watson, which IBM has been developing for uses ranging from clinical medical diagnosis to water conservation to jewelry purchases, have added neural network capabilities to learn from earlier errors, much like AlphaZero taught itself to play chess.\textsuperscript{49} Now for the good news: the same functions that can teach a computer to play chess, beat humans at Jeopardy!, and recognize puss-cat pictures can also teach a computer to assist lawyers with discovery in litigation.

III. AN OVERVIEW OF DISCOVERY AND OTHER RULES RELATED TO ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION

Before addressing AI in discovery, it is necessary to set out the basic rules of the road that exist in discovery.\textsuperscript{50} This section will briefly outline the general discovery rules found in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, basic ethics issues in discovery, and some of the recent changes to the Federal Rules.

A. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

---

\textsuperscript{45} Thompson, supra note 40.

\textsuperscript{46} This was Watson's true advantage. In Jeopardy!, the buzzers are locked until immediately after Alex Trebek finishes reading the clue. A series of lights flashes on the sides of the game board indicating the contestants can buzz in. Human contestants must see and react to the lights, which takes tenths of a second. Watson, electronically notified that the floor was open, could operate its buzzer in about eight milliseconds. Ken Jennings, My Puny Human Brain, Slate.com, Feb. 6, 2011, https://slate.com/culture/2011/02/watson-jeopardy-computer-ken-jennings-describes-what-its-like-to-play-against-a-machine.html.

\textsuperscript{47} Id.

\textsuperscript{48} Thompson, supra note 40.


\textsuperscript{50} This paper focuses on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and does not attempt to address the procedural rules of each state.
The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure address discovery by providing a general framework for case management, overarching discovery principles, and detailed instructions on how parties are supposed to use specific discovery tools—which are mainly interrogatories, depositions, requests to admit, and document discovery, both on parties and non-parties.\(^5\)

1. **Rule 26**

To address case management, the Federal Rules call for the entry of a case scheduling order after consultation among the parties or receiving what is referred to as the Rule 26(f) report.\(^5\) Absent good cause, the scheduling order must occur within the earlier of sixty days of any defendant's appearance or ninety days of the service of process on any defendant.\(^5\) The scheduling order must address the time for joining parties, amending pleadings, completing discovery, and filing motions.\(^6\) The scheduling order may (and usually does) address other issues, such as setting a trial or pre-trial date; establishing procedures for addressing discovery disputes without court intervention; setting the scope of discovery; discussing the handling of disclosure, discovery, or preservation of electronically stored information; and setting forth agreements of the parties for asserting privilege.\(^6\) Rule 16 works in tandem with Rule 26(f), which requires the parties to meet for the purpose of proposing a discovery plan. The exact contents of the plan and Rule 26(f) report to the court vary by federal court district (as most districts have customized requirements).\(^6\) However, the report virtually always includes the parties' views and proposals regarding: the timing of various deadlines; the possibility of settlement; anticipated issues on topics like preservation or production of electronically stored information; and privilege issues.\(^6\) Finally, Rule 26 also contains various provisions setting default rules regarding the timing of disclosure for various types of information about witnesses and trial exhibits.\(^5\)

---

\(^5\) It is important to understand the evolution of those rules as technology has evolved. When the Federal Rules were first adopted, computers did not exist. In 1970, the Rules started recognizing the importance of electronic data. That year, Rule 34 was amended to make clear that Rule 34 applies to electronic data compilations. Fed. R. Civ. P. 34 (1970). In 2006, several major amendments were made to more closely tie the rules to modern technology and the electronic documents created by it. Fed. R. Civ. P. (2006). Rule 26(a)(1)(B) was amended to parallel Rule 34(a) by recognizing that a party must disclose electronically stored information as well as documents that it may use to support its claims or defenses. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 and adv. comm. note (2006). Rule 16 was similarly amended to include discussion of electronically stored information. Id. The committee notes to Rule 16 highlighted that the inclusion of electronically stored information to the rule as designed to alert the court to the possible need to address the handling of discovery of electronically stored information early in the litigation if such discovery is expected to occur. Id. Ultimately, the amendments were meant to elevate electronically stored information to the same level as physical documents for discovery purposes, while still recognizing the new complexities associated with them.

\(^5\) **Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(1).**

\(^5\) **Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(2).**

\(^5\) **Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(A).**

\(^5\) **Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(B)(i-v).**


\(^5\) **Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f)(3).**

\(^5\) **Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1) (setting forth required, mandatory initial disclosures); 26(a)(2) (setting forth required disclosures about expert witnesses, including timing of disclosures); 26(a)(3) (setting forth timing of required disclosures**
Next, Rule 26 outlines a set of general parameters about the scope of discovery. The basic standard is that "unless otherwise limited by the Court," the parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party's claim or defense and proportional to the needs of the case, considering the importance of the issues at stake in the action, the amount in controversy, the parties' relative access to relevant information, the parties' resources, the importance of the discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit. Information within this scope of discovery need not be admissible in evidence to be discoverable.\[59\]

This version of Rule 26(b) was put into place at the end of 2015 in response to concerns that the parties and courts had drifted away from the Rule's intent of having discovery that was proportional to the needs of particular case.\[60\] As a protection against overly broad, embarrassing, unduly burdensome, or otherwise improper discovery requests (particularly given the potential scope of electronic discovery), the Rules allow a party to seek a protective order, through which the court may disallow, limit, or otherwise condition discovery.\[61\]

2. **Rule 34**

As previously stated, the Rules set forth a number of specific discovery devices. Most of those devices—such as depositions, requests to admit, interrogatories, and requests for physical examination—have little relevance to the use of AI in discovery. Rather, the primary focus of AI in discovery is on requests for production of documents pursuant to Rule 34. Rule 34 permits a party to serve an opposing party a request to produce and permit for inspection designated documents, tangible items, or electronically stored information.\[62\] Any objections to production requests must be made with specificity to the particular request, and the objection must state whether any responsive documents are being withheld on the basis of the objection.\[63\] In addition, being specific in objections matters. It is not enough under the Rules to simply say a request is burdensome; instead, the objection must spell out how and why a request is burdensome.

For electronically stored information, the Rules contain additional details. First, production of electronic documents is only required from sources that the parties can obtain "either directly or, if necessary, after translation by the responding party into a reasonably usable form."\[64\] As a corollary, the Rules further state that "[a] party need not provide discovery of electronically stored information from sources that the party identifies as not reasonably accessible because of undue

---


\[60\] Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) advisory committee's note to 2015 amendment.

\[61\] Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c).


burden or cost." The Rules also provide that electronically stored data may be produced "in a form or forms in which it is ordinarily maintained or in a reasonably usable form or forms" and that the same electronically stored data need not be produced in more than one form.

Also relevant to the use of AI in discovery is that discovery is not generally allowed into information and documents protected by the attorney work product and attorney-client privilege. When such claims are made the withholding party must describe the nature of the documents, communications, or tangible things not produced in a manner that will enable the other party to assess the claim. If information produced in discovery is subject to a claim of privilege or protection, the party making the claim may notify any party that received the information of the claim and the basis for it. After being notified, a party must promptly return or destroy the specified information and any copies it has.

3. Rule 37

Finally, Rule 37 addresses how courts are to handle discovery disputes. Aside from procedures for motions to compel and sanctions for violations, Rule 37 specifically addresses the problem of the potential failure to preserve or produce ESI. The prior version of Rule 37(e) provided that "absent exception circumstances, a court may not impose sanctions under these rules on a party for failing to provide electronically stored information lost as a result of the routine, good faith operation of an electronic information system." Rule 37(e) currently provides that "[i]f electronically stored information that should have been preserved in the anticipation or conduct of litigation is lost because a party failed to take reasonable steps to preserve it, and it cannot be restored or replaced through additional discovery" then, upon finding prejudice, the court may take steps no greater than necessary to cure the prejudice. If the loss was intentional, then the court may take greater steps, such as enter adverse inferences or default the destroying party. This 2015 amendment to Rule 37(e) requires significant sanctions only when the four elements of the new Rule have been met: (a) ESI has been lost; (b) ESI should have been preserved; (c) the party failed to take reasonable steps to preserve ESI; and (d) ESI cannot be restored or

---

70 Id.
73 Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(e).
75 Id.
76 Id.
replaced through other discovery.\textsuperscript{77} The committee notes make clear that this change was because the large volume of electronically stored information usually involved in cases and the many devices that generate such information make perfection in preserving all relevant ESI often impossible. Thus "reasonable steps" to preserve suffice.\textsuperscript{78}

Consistent with the changes to the Rules, it is critical to take steps to preserve documents. The baseline step is to institute a litigation hold, which is the sending of a communication that alerts all document custodians of relevant information and that the information must be preserved. Simply sending a litigation hold, without any other efforts is not enough because "[a] party to a lawsuit, and its agents, have an affirmative responsibility to preserve relevant evidence. A [party] . . . is not relieved of this responsibility merely because the [party] did not itself act in bad faith and a third party to whom [the party] entrusted the evidence was the one who discarded or lost it."\textsuperscript{79} Thus, the best practice is both to send a litigation hold and take other steps, such as requiring proof of receipt, conducting witness interviews, and confirming that auto-delete functions have been turned off. Preservation efforts should be instituted "[w]hen an organization is on notice of a credible probability that it will become involved in litigation."\textsuperscript{80} Further, "[t]he future litigation must be 'probable,' which has been held to mean 'more than a possibility.'"\textsuperscript{81}

In short, the Federal Rules provide the framework upon which all discovery efforts must be built.

**B. Ethical Rules Require Litigators to Understand Technology**

Like virtually all other parts of the legal profession, ethics play a role in the use of AI in discovery. The first rule of ethics is competence. The ABA Model Rules requires that "[a] lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation."\textsuperscript{82} The Model Rules include commentary which states "[t]o maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated with relevant technology."\textsuperscript{83} Although not all jurisdictions have adopted the Model Rules, most have issued rules or guidance that are similar to the Model Rules. For example, the comments to New York’s rules are more explicit in addressing technological competence: "To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should (i) keep abreast of changes in substantive and procedural law relevant to the lawyer’s practice, and (ii) keep abreast of the benefits and risks associated with technology the lawyer uses to provide services to clients or to store or transmit confidential information."\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{77} FED. R. CIV. P. 37(e) (amended 2015).

\textsuperscript{78} Id. and associated advisory committee notes to 2015 amendments.


\textsuperscript{81} In re Napster, Inc. Copyright Litig., 462 F. Supp. 2d 1060, 1068 (N.D. Cal. 2006).

\textsuperscript{82} MODEL CODE OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY CANON 1 (AM. BAR ASS'N 2016).

\textsuperscript{83} Id. at comment 8.

\textsuperscript{84} NEW YORK R. OF PROF'L CONDUCT, 1.1 comment [8] (2018).
Staying abreast of the relevant technology means that litigators must understand electronic documents and how to manage them. Litigators must be aware of all the potential sources of relevant electronic documents, including social media, websites, slack chats, text messages, databases, and metadata. Litigators must understand how data is stored, how long it is saved for, and how it can be collected and deleted. Litigators also must manage the large volume of documents for review and production in a way that protects the client’s interests (and confidentiality) and is cost-effective.

IV. DISCOVERY USING AI

The document review process in discovery is meant to sort through documents and identify nonprivileged, responsive documents. But technological advancement has resulted in a swell in documents to review. This has often led to disputes about various kinds of electronic documents. While a deep dive into the disputes regarding each is beyond this paper, the section below sets out some of the pertinent caselaw regarding common types of electronic documents: email, social media, and ephemeral documents. Following that, the paper sets out the advantages and disadvantages of AI assisted discovery.

A. Common Types of Electronic Documents

1. Email

Emails were one of the earliest forms of electronic storage that courts were forced to address. First and foremost, courts have made clear that email is discoverable. In Rowe Entertainment, Inc. v. William Morris Agency, Inc., the defendants moved for a protective order relieving them of the alleged burden and high expense of producing emails that could contain information relevant to the plaintiffs' discovery requests. The court concluded that emails are discoverable, despite claims of burden. And while email can be voluminous, courts have since consistently held that this burden, without more, is not an impediment to emails being produced in discovery.

Second, courts have made clear that parties must take active steps to preserve email once a litigation hold obligation comes into effect. Failure to preserve and produce email can result in serious sanctions. In Klipsch Group, Inc. v. ePRO E-Commerce, the court sanctioned the defendant $2.7 million for e-discovery failures. There, the defendant failed to place adequate legal holds on electronic data, including emails, did not disclose relevant documents, and

---


86 Id. at 423-24.

87 Id. at 428 (finding that plaintiffs demonstrated that discovery sought was relevant and holding that electronic documents are discoverable).

88 Even in 2003, somewhat early in terms of email usage, it was "projected that there will be 105 million email users in the United States, who will send over 1.5 billion email messages a day, or approximately 547.5 billion email messages per year—nearly as many messages in a day as the U.S. Postal Service handles in a year." The Sedona Principles: Best Practices Recommendations & Principles for Addressing Electronic Document Production, The Sedona Conference, 3 (2003).


90 No. 16-3637, slip op. (2d Cir. Jan. 25, 2018).
manually deleted thousands of files and emails.\textsuperscript{91} The court held "[c]ompliance is not optional or negotiable; rather, the integrity of our civil litigation process requires that the parties before us, although adversarial to one another, carry out their duties to maintain and disclose the relevant information in their possession in good faith."\textsuperscript{92}

Third, courts do recognize the potentially significant burden of having to search through the emails of multiple custodians' email inboxes. Thus, so long as a party can adequately establish the burden and offer a reasonable solution, courts are willing to limit email reviews by time and custodian\textsuperscript{93} and through the use of de-duplication and de-threading.\textsuperscript{94} Courts are also willing to consider cost-shifting, especially where one party cannot afford to undertake a significant review or where the documents sought are only of a potential marginal relevance.\textsuperscript{95} When email is sought from a third-party by subpoena, counsel should not ignore that Rule 45 specifically instructs that a subpoena should not cause a third-party to incur an undue expense and should aggressively seek cost-shifting.\textsuperscript{96} In some contexts, courts will begin shifting costs when a subpoena imposes even $10,000 of costs on the responding party.\textsuperscript{97}

2. Social Media

As of January 2019, 79% of the United States population has at least one social media profile.\textsuperscript{98} As a result, social networking platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter have increasingly become litigation resources, providing a wealth of statements and images to contradict the claims and defenses of the opposing party.

Social media content and communications are discoverable. In Thompson v. Autoliv ASP, Inc., a federal district court granted the defendant's motion to compel unredacted content from the plaintiff's Facebook page.\textsuperscript{99} The case arose from an automobile accident in which the plaintiff

\textsuperscript{91} Id.

\textsuperscript{92} Id.

\textsuperscript{93} Nat. Alternatives Int'l, Inc. v. Hi-Tech Pharm., Inc., No. 16-CV-02343-H-AGS, 2017 WL 3688738, at *2 (S.D. Cal. May 8, 2017) ("Email production requests will identify the custodian, search terms, and time frame"); see also generally Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 507 (1947) (noting that discovery does have "ultimate and necessary boundaries"); Coleman v. American Red Cross, 23 F.3d 1081, 1086 (6th Cir.1994) ("it is well established that the scope of discovery is within the sound discretion of the trial court").

\textsuperscript{94} Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc. v. Michelson, 229 F.R.D. 550, 553 (W.D. Tenn. 2003).


\textsuperscript{96} Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(d)(1).

\textsuperscript{97} See, e.g., Legal Voice v. Stormans Inc., 738 F.3d 1178, 1185 (9th Cir. 2013) (Fed. R. Civ. P. 45 makes cost-shifting mandatory and $20,000 is a significant expense); Linder v. Calero-Portocarrero, 251 F.3d 178, 182-83 (D.C. Cir. 2001).

\textsuperscript{98} Percentage of U.S. Population with a Social Media Profile from 2008 to 2019, Statista, https://www.statista.com/statistics/273476/percentage-of-us-population-with-a-social-network-profile/ (last visited June 3, 2019). Some Americans even set up social media profiles for their pets; Mr. Arnold's pet snake, for instance, has an Instagram of his own at @satchelthepython.

claimed injuries caused by a defective seatbelt. The injuries alleged are too numerous to list here, but they consisted of several permanent conditions, lost opportunities (such as the ability to attend college or play violin), and emotional distress. The defendant filed a motion to compel the plaintiff to produce "complete and un-redacted copies of the plaintiff's Facebook and other social networking site accounts" including wall posts, messages, and photos. The plaintiff, in response, argued that the defendant had not made a sufficient showing that the material was reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, and was otherwise irrelevant. The court found that social media data may produce evidence relating to the plaintiff's physical capabilities and social activities, both of which were relevant to the plaintiff's claims, and thus discoverable. The one caveat the court included was that, to balance the plaintiff's privacy interests, the production was to be monitored and expedited, ensuring no copies of the data be made.

Although social media content and communications are discoverable, such discovery is not limitless. In Howell v. Buckeye Ranch, Inc., a federal district court denied a motion to compel the username and password of social media accounts held by the plaintiff. This case involved a sexual harassment claim made by the plaintiff against her coworkers which she claimed resulted in mental anguish and decreased social contact. The court opened its opinion by noting that "[r]elevant information in the private section of a social media account is discoverable." The court went on to explain that "[c]ontent on one's social media account is not privileged nor protected from production by a common law right of privacy . . . . But a litigant has no right to serve overbroad discovery requests that seek irrelevant information." The court found that unfettered access to the plaintiff's social media accounts would permit access to relevant and irrelevant data, and instead instructed the requesting party to serve interrogatories and document requests seeking relevant information from the accounts.

Information held within a social media account is discoverable so long as the request conforms to the general discovery rules. However, courts are sensitive to the fact that social media may contain a significant amount of private and potentially unflattering or embarrassing information. As such, the courts have tended to favor limited discovery of social media information.

---

100 Id. at *1.
101 Id. at *1-2.
102 Id. at *2 (the request was limited in time).
103 Id. at *4 (the defendant was able to access the accounts publicly briefly before the accounts were changed to private. This access had resulted in evidence of Plaintiff's social activities, mental state, and rehabilitative progress).
104 Id.
105 Id. at *5.
107 Id. at *1.
109 Id. (citing Tompkins v. Detroit Metropolitan Airport, 278 F.R.D. 387, 388 (E.D. Mich. 2012)).
110 Id.
3. **Ephemeral Technologies**

While technology continues to capture and retain more data, technologies have also been developed to avoid retention. Ephemeral technologies are those that “self-destruct” after the recipient views them (such as Snapchat or intraoffice instant messaging platforms), and can be compared to conversation, a medium of communication familiar and similarly ephemeral. The primary concerns with these technologies are retrieval and retention. How do lawyers handle the preservation and production of documents that are designed not to be preserved, i.e. that have a self-executing destruction policy? While the conversation analogy may be appropriate in understanding the basic contours of ephemeral technologies, it falls short in preservation requirements in litigation. Unlike face-to-face communications, a tangible physical form is produced, even if only temporarily. Of concern is whether messages exchanged through ephemeral applications must be preserved for discovery.

As noted above, under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the duty to preserve attaches when litigation is reasonably anticipated or foreseeable.\(^{111}\) The fact that self-destructing messages have the potential to deprive adversaries and the court of relevant evidence does not, in and of itself, make their use inherently unlawful or unethical.\(^{112}\) Instead, how and when the technologies are used is of concern.

The first major case allowing discovery of ephemeral electronically stored information (EESI) was *Columbia Pictures, Inc. v. Bunnell*\(^{113}\). There, the court held that data stored in RAM (a temporary housing unit on a computer for the purpose of quick deletion) is EESI subject to discovery.\(^{114}\) Specifically, the court noted that “RAM is a tangible medium, sufficiently permanent to permit reproduction,” and dismissed claims that “RAM holds data for such a short duration that it is not stored subject to later access and retrieval.”\(^{115}\) Although this case does reach ephemeral technologies in the literal sense, it differs from modern ephemeral technologies in that RAM data is not intentionally composed by the user. Even though this case occurred before the 2015 amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, it implies that ephemeral messages may be discoverable for litigation.

A more recent case addressing this issue is *Waymo, LLC v. Uber Tech., Inc.*\(^{116}\). There, Waymo, a self-driving vehicle software company, accused Uber, the ride share application, of intentional spoliation because Uber instructed its employees to use the ephemeral messaging app Wickr.\(^{117}\) In a pretrial order, the court declined to order an adverse inference or sanctions, but noted that Waymo may admit evidence of Uber’s use of ephemeral messaging “to explain gaps in Waymo’s proof that Uber misappropriated trade secrets or to supply proof that is part of the res

---

\(^{111}\) *FED. R. CIV. P. 37(e)* advisory committee’s notes to 2015 amendment.

\(^{112}\) Text messages, the non-ephemeral technology these self-destroying messages aim to replace, have been found discoverable. *See, e.g.*, *Flagg v. City of Detroit*, 268 F.R.D. 279, 288 (E.D. Mich. 2010) (text messages were a proper subject of discovery).

\(^{113}\) 246 F.R.D. 443 (C.D. Cal. 2007).

\(^{114}\) *Id.* at 447-48.

\(^{115}\) *Id.* at 448.


\(^{117}\) *Id.* at *19.
gestae of the case... The court also cautioned that Waymo could not use ephemeral messaging evidence in a way that is cumulative, speculative, or distracting. Further, Uber was allowed to present evidence that "its use of ephemeral communications shows no wrongdoing, including by pointing out Waymo's own use of ephemeral communications." Notably, the court cautioned that Waymo could not attempt to vilify Uber by virtue of its decision to use ephemeral messaging in general. It is important to note that the case addressed "anticipated litigation" rather than regular business practices. Unfortunately, the case settled before producing any firm discovery precedent.

As already discussed, the civil discovery process is designed to allow broad access to information before trial so that fairness can be maintained in an adversarial justice system; but discovery is not limitless. Where litigation is neither pending nor anticipated, a party is permitted to exploit auto-deletion of content. Similarly, courts have held that the decision to store data in inaccessible formats, rather than accessible ones, is not in and of itself sanctionable. The Sedona Principles, citing Convolve, Inc. v. Compaq Computer Corp., state that the preservation obligation for ephemeral data should not impose "heroic or unduly burdensome requirements."

Ultimately, it is still too early to distill a pattern courts follow when reviewing discovery issues related to ephemeral technologies. Based on the case law cited above, it would appear that regular use of ephemeral applications, unrelated to actual or pending litigation, is permissible. When litigation is threatened, the best practice is to terminate use of such applications, or preserve messages sent through the application.

B. **Document Review Using AI**

Once a party has instituted its litigation hold, engaged in the case management process, and determined what documents it will produce, it must actually collect and produce documents. While parties could forgo a review of documents, very few parties are interested in turning over unfiltered access to their records to an opposing party. And some courts consider "data" dumps

---
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120 *Id.* at *21.*

121 *Id.* at *3.*

122 See Hickman, 329 U.S. at 501.


125 The Sedona Conference, author of the Sedona Principles, is a nonpartisan, nonprofit 501(c)(3) research and educational institute dedicated to the advanced study of law and policy.


to be an improper discovery technique.\textsuperscript{128} In addition, such an approach can waive privilege.\textsuperscript{129} As such, parties must undertake some review of documents to produce them. On the flip side, a party must review the documents that are produced to it. After all, if produced documents are never reviewed, then there was no purpose to seeking the discovery in the first place.

The traditional method of reviewing large amounts of electronic documents is to limit the universe of documents by 1) deduplicating and dethreading documents\textsuperscript{130}; 2) using search terms to identify potentially relevant documents; and 3) then using a team of lawyers to review the remaining documents for relevance and privilege.

A party using AI-based discovery tools to review documents has several potential advantages over the traditional approach. (As explained later in this section and in Section 5B below, AI assisted review is not a substitute for human review in many situations and works best for augmenting or replacing contract reviewers in a first level review in a large document case). The largest advantage is cost: by "outsourcing" the most labor-intensive discovery task to a computer, fewer man-hours are needed to review documents for production or to review documents received. Depending on the number of lawyers needed to review documents, the cost of a human based review can total hundreds or thousands of dollars per hour. Instead of incurring the cost of lawyer time to sift through a large document production, the AI-equipped litigant can pay an upfront fee by buying equipment, hiring a vendor, or purchasing a software license, and then have the machine perform the task at the marginal cost of the energy required to operate the necessary computer(s). The attorney’s role will be limited to seeding the machine with responsive and nonresponsive documents and reviewing the results the computer identifies.

The second major advantage is speed. A reasonable average pace for attorneys to review documents produced in discovery appears to be around forty to fifty documents per hour.\textsuperscript{131} Watson, by contrast, can scan its library of \textasciitilde200 million pages of content in the several seconds it takes to hear a Jeopardy! clue.\textsuperscript{132} In addition, humans also must eat, go to the bathroom, and sleep. That means that human document reviewers can only reasonably be expected to spend, at the very extremes, twelve to fourteen hours per day reviewing documents. Humans will also usually demand some time off for weekends or holidays. To have a document review going all day, every day with humans will, as a practical matter, require two or three full shifts of reviewers. That would be essentially cost-prohibitive in all but a handful of cases throughout the country. On

\textsuperscript{128} Reed\textregistered Hylogal, Ltd. v. United Diamond Drilling Servs., No. 6:07-CV-251, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 93177, at *9 (E.D. Tex. Oct. 3, 2008) ("Thus, a producing party may not bury those relevant documents in the hope that opposing counsel will overlook the proverbial 'smoking gun' as he wades through an ocean of production.").

\textsuperscript{129} See Arconic, Inc. v. Novelis, Inc., Civil Action 17-1434, 2019 WL 911417 (W.D. Pa. Feb. 26, 2019). The Sedona Conference also "cautioned that a Rule 502(d) order [which permits parties to draft their own clawback agreements] should not be used as a cost-shifting tool allowing the producing party to make a 'data dump' and requiring the requesting party to identify privileged documents."\textsuperscript{130}

\textsuperscript{130} Deduplicating refers to the practice of comparing whether documents are identical and removing multiple copies of the same document from a review database. Dethreading is the similar practice of only having the top email in thread of emails appear in a review database. The theory is that all of the prior emails are captured in the thread. These approaches can reduce the size of a review considerably, but also create a greater risk that relevant documents will not be found because instead of a relevant document appearing multiple times, it only appears once.

\textsuperscript{131} See, e.g., Answering Your Questions on Document review, BIA, https://www.biaprotect.com/resources/resource/answering-your-questions-on-document-review (last visited Aug. 2, 2019). The authors confirm from their experience that while it can vary by review or batch of documents, 40-50 documents per hour is a reasonable average speed.

\textsuperscript{132} Jackson, supra note 44.
the other hand, computers can work for twenty-four hours per day, seven days per week so long as they have power and, if necessary, internet access. Even a computer with significantly less processing power—and less build cost—than Watson will vastly outstrip the speed of your team of contract attorneys or junior associates in analyzing documents for production or for relevancy. The third advantage to AI discovery is consistency. Humans are fallible. We have good days and bad days, days where we catch every detail in front of us and days where we half-sleepwalk through the work hours. The AI discovery machine, on the other hand, can't be bargained with. It can't be reasoned with. It doesn't feel pity, or remorse, or fear! And it absolutely will not stop, ever, until the production is fully analyzed. The machine will consistently identify the same documents, twenty-four hours a day and seven days a week, that it is seeded or learns to recognize as responsive.

Of course, AI discovery tools also have disadvantages. With the potential exception of further development in neural network capabilities, it may not be able to teach itself what is useful in a case, as the ultimate goal of litigation is only tangentially related to whether a document is responsive in discovery. Consequently, the AI discovery machine has the same flaw built into it as human discovery: it is only as adept as the lawyers seeding it. An AI machine may be able to flag responsive documents, but it cannot accurately assess the reliability or relatibility of witnesses, emotionally connect with judges and jurors, or craft a compelling narrative around its client’s experiences—the humanization of legal practice so crucial to obtaining a favorable result. This is one of the reasons that AI discovery tools, at least currently, are rarely used for anything beyond a first level review of documents in high document volume cases.

AI has historically involved more upfront cost to build and seed than human discovery methods, but this may be slackening. Watson, for instance, cost approximately $3 million just in hardware, and the Google tensor processing units used by engines such as AlphaZero are estimated at $35-100 million in production costs each. However, Google now offers cloud-based subscription time on the TPUs from $24 per hour, and is selling miniature "edge TPU" machines targeted at low-powered home devices for $75-150. These may not be currently robust enough to run legal document discovery needs, but the direction of change is inevitably tending towards cheaper computing power.

Practically speaking, most attorneys will not directly incur hardware computing costs to use AI discovery, but will opt for third-party software solutions instead. The costs of such software vary wildly, with some estimates ranging between $75-350 per gigabyte (3,000-5,000 text-based documents) or $40 per month for cloud-based solutions. The same estimates peg building an in-house hardware system at around $750,000 per year when amortized over 3 years.

---
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The other increased cost of AI discovery is training. Most lawyers already understand how to review documents. Moving the process to an AI-based solution will require these attorneys to learn to use the AI software, which may be difficult for some.

V. TAR: THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF AI DISCOVERY

A. How it Works

The most obvious role for AI discovery, occasionally called “technology assisted review” ("TAR") is in document review, which is estimated to make up 60-70% of the total cost of discovery.139 In document reviews, AI-based discovery is designed to do the following:

- Take in a large number of discovery responses.
- Eliminate irrelevant documents.
- Rank the relevant documents from most to least helpful.

The process begins by identifying the universe of documents for the technology-assisted review engine to review and loading it into the computer. Once the document set is loaded, two steps occur: the computer itself begins to index the documents by running algorithms, and the reviewing attorneys seed the computer by picking out responsive and non-responsive documents to teach the machine to sort.140 The algorithms used by most AI discovery programs are most similar to those employed by Watson: they are natural-language algorithms that analyze the relationships between words and phrases in the documents and spit out probabilistic scores of the documents’ relevance to a particular query.141 Also like Watson, this algorithmic method largely tracks the human review process. Just like people reviewing documents, the algorithms quickly scan documents for key words or phrases, using contextual language cues to determine how relevant the document is to the overall case.142

After the machine makes a first-pass review and codes the documents in the discovery database as either responsive or nonresponsive, the attorneys review samples of both categories.143 These samples are used to check the computer’s work and refine the algorithms, effectively backpropagating the machine for error as described above.

Another use for the AI discovery engine is the suggestion of new terms or phrases to search. Because natural language algorithms find relationships between terms or phrases that occur with some regularity, the machine may be able to identify salient terms that human reviewers overlooked. In this case, the machine is performing the role of Target’s pregnancy-sensing algorithms, or the search autocomplete algorithm used by Google, Yahoo!, et. al. – it is finding links between snippets of data based on statistical correlations that might not be immediately apparent to the human eye. These suggestions can inform another pass through a document review from a new perspective, or they can prompt terms, phrases, or document

---
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categories for follow up discovery requests. For instance, the AI discovery engine may suggest "financial performance" or "sales figures" because of its association with "Item 19" or "FDD."

B. Errors and Issues

Like the human review process, the electronic review process is prone to error. Current AI discovery whitepapers suggest that both human and AI-based reviews have similar error rates, catching approximately 75-85% of responsive documents.144

These errors can appear in several different forms. False positive errors are where the reviewer codes a worthless document as responsive, causing overinclusion.145 False positive errors are common in real life examples, especially when machines are calibrated as a failsafe or with high sensitivity. For example: smoke alarms that go off due to smoke from cooking, railroad gates that close with no train approaching, or credit card fraud alerts when you take a vacation to a new location for the first time. However, the system in these cases intentionally errs towards sensitivity, because the burden of the false positive (the annoying siren, additional waits on the commute, calling the credit card company) is outweighed by the consequences of a false negative (house fire, train wreck, monetary fraud).

False negative errors in the AI discovery context occur when a responsive document is coded as nonresponsive and not included in the attorney's resulting set.146 Like real world false negatives, this can be disastrous: the document sought could be the smoking gun that wins the case for the side reviewing the discovery. This is especially true given the theorized limits of human cognition; some psychological research suggests that jurors can only receive, process, and remember five to nine documents in a trial.147 If the falsely disposed document was one of your five to nine, you are giving up far too much!

Finally, a third, and perhaps more insidious error can creep up: the false equivalence error. This error catches responsive documents correctly, but misses distinctions between highly relevant documents and marginally relevant documents.148 Given the limits of human cognition just discussed, this error could be potentially the worst error of all; it could prompt poor trial strategy through the attorneys' focus on the wrong five to nine key documents. At a minimum, a false equivalence error would require a thorough second-pass search by human reviewers to rank the machine's "responsive" output.

The goal of the supervising attorney is to optimize the tradeoffs between correct categorization of the documents and cost—in short, finding the balance between being

144 Id. at 23. These errors likely result from different issues. For humans, errors are often the result of inattention or review fatigue. For computers, the errors are usually a result of imperfections in the algorithm because of a less than perfect seed set or unexpected uses of language in the documents.


146 Id.

147 George A. Miller, The Magical Number Seven, Plus or Minus Two, 63:2 Psychological Rev. 81–97 (1956).

overinclusive versus underinclusive. In statistical theory, the elimination of both false positive and false negative errors is considered impossible.\textsuperscript{140}

AI discovery may also fall short in several other avenues. First, it is best suited to text-based documents with semantic content such as emails, Word documents, PDFs, or text-heavy PowerPoint slides. Data without semantic content, such as audio, image, or video files, will likely fall outside the capabilities of current AI discovery technologies.\textsuperscript{150} Although significant advances are being made in photographic, audio, and video recognition—or we would be unable to use AI technology to monetize our puss-cat pictures—AI is not yet able to glean situational context from the analyzed files. For instance, an AI machine used to sift through prosecution evidence may be unable to tell between homemade videos of a defendant posing with a gun in front of a hunting trophy (not evidence of guilt) and surveillance footage of the same defendant holding a gun during an armed robbery of a franchised restaurant (evidence of guilt). Similarly, an AI machine may be able to recognize pictures of a franchise location but will have a harder time distinguishing between a benign picture of the storefront operating normally and the “smoking gun” picture of the franchise operating as a holdover or in a nonconforming manner to the terms of the franchise agreement. It may, in the absence of other metadata, be unable to distinguish between different storefronts of a particular franchise. In this sense, AI use in non-semantic discovery is akin to a simple email header search: it can tell the supervising attorney that the videos and pictures it found involves a particular person, much like an email header search can identify all the emails sent by a particular sender, but it has difficulty parsing the value of the content within from a probative standpoint.

Second, AI discovery falls short of human review for privilege and work product protection. While AI discovery can review documents for privilege, it tends to "struggle to properly categorize documents as privileged or nonprivileged."\textsuperscript{151} Privilege standards are highly variable, context-specific, and require significant nuance. For example, a general counsel may communicate with his or her company in a legal or in a business role, often about similar topics. Documents reflecting or memorializing these communications are likely to lack any data about the context in which they were created, making it impossible to categorize them as privileged or nonprivileged without direct input from the attorney responsible. There also will be significantly fewer privileged documents than unprivileged documents in a given review, posing the risk of lacking a "rich" enough set of privileged documents to seed the machine. Without enough data to properly run through the algorithms and backpropagate, the predictive model of AI discovery suffers.

Third, AI cannot determine the admissibility of documents. The question of evidentiary admissibility is well beyond the scope of this paper, but most attorneys familiar with trial litigation will recognize some fundamental limitations of discovery review — the review process does not itself take into account whether a document needs foundation testimony, will be unduly prejudicial, or will constitute hearsay outside a recognized exception. More pressingly, the admissibility of a responsive document may depend on the foundation laid by a nonresponsive document, which the AI engine would reject! These issues must still be analyzed individually by the attorney after the review process, which may involve revisiting documents previously discarded by the AI engine.

\textsuperscript{140} Type I and Type II errors, Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Type_I_and_type_II_errors (last visited Aug. 2, 2019).

\textsuperscript{150} TAR Guidelines, supra note 139, at 38.

\textsuperscript{151} Id. at 32.
Finally, the AI discovery process is not a replacement for case strategy – at least not yet. Although AI discovery review may identify documents that are statistically responsive to discovery requests, it is not yet so advanced that it can rethink the relevance of discovery material where the theory of the case is fluid or as new information comes to light. Submitting a discovery dump to an AI engine also may rob the attorney of useful information: much like writing notes rather than viewing slides helps material stick in memory, the act of sifting through discovery and seeing good and bad responses may itself be instructive to an attorney. Ultimately, the task of turning evidence into a coherent argument falls upon the attorney and not the machine. An attorney that has waded through responsive and nonresponsive discovery alike may have a much deeper understanding of the case than an attorney who simply receives an electronically-curated platter of responsive documents, and may be better able to articulate that case in court.

VI. HOW HAVE COURTS REACTED TO AI AND TAR

As noted above in Section III, the federal rules only offer general guidance on ESI and do not specify any particular technology. This is a double-edged sword: it allows counsel to try and use technology to remediate the discovery issues created by new technology. Conversely, courts are left to determine whether the technological solutions pass muster. This circumstance results in a significant period of uncertainty until a critical mass of courts agree on an approach. The jurisprudence regarding AI and TAR is not entirely developed, with a number of unresolved issues present. But one thing is certain: courts are generally open to any method that will limit the burden of electronic discovery.

A. *Da Silva Moore v. Publicis Groupe* is First Opinion to Approve of TAR

The first published opinion recognizing TAR as an “acceptable way to search for relevant ESI in appropriate cases” was *Da Silva Moore v. Publicis Groupe*. There, Magistrate Judge Andrew Peck took the opportunity to broadly approve TAR. In the opinion, he wrote “[w]hat the Bar should take away from this Opinion is that [TAR] is an available tool and should be seriously considered for use in large-data-volume cases where it may save the producing party (or both parties) significant amounts of legal fees in document review.” The case itself was unusual in that the parties had extensively cooperated in electronic discovery. Specifically, the parties agreed in principle to the defendant’s use of TAR, some aspects of the protocol including the composition of the seed set, and that the defendant would share the training and quality-control sets (except for privileged documents). The dispute was principally about whether training of the computer would consist solely of seven “iterative rounds,” and whether the quality-control process would be adequate. The court found such concerns were premature, and concluded the defendant’s use of TAR was appropriate, considering the following factors:

1. the parties’ agreement to use TAR;

---


154 *Id.* at 193.

155 *Id.* at 191-92.

156 *Id.* at 187-88.
2. the vast amount of ESI to be reviewed (over three million documents);

3. the superiority of [TAR] to the available alternatives (i.e., linear manual review or keyword searches);

4. the need for "cost effectiveness and proportionality" under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(2)(C); and

5. the transparent process proposed by [the defendant].\textsuperscript{157}

Although the language of praise and approval was broad, it was not absolute. The court emphasized that its opinion "does not mean computer-assisted review must be used in all cases, or that the exact ESI protocol approved here will be appropriate in all future cases that utilize computer-assisted review."\textsuperscript{158}

Since \textit{Da Silva Moore} was decided and recognized TAR as an acceptable search tool in discovery, many other courts have commented on its use. The same court, shortly after \textit{Da Silva Moore} was decided, wrote in another opinion regarding freedom of information requests that "parties can (and frequently should) rely on latent semantic indexing, statistical probability models, and machine learning tools to find responsive documents."\textsuperscript{159} Courts have since consistently recognized the efficiency and lower costs associated with TAR.\textsuperscript{160}

The concern of machine error was also addressed in \textit{Da Silva Moore}, when the court explained: "while some lawyers still consider manual review the 'gold standard,' that is a myth, ... [TAR] 'can (and does) yield more accurate results than exhaustive manual review, with much lower effort."\textsuperscript{161} In all discovery, regardless of review method, perfection is not required. But, while general usage seemingly is permissible in discovery, courts are not in agreement when addressing other issues, such as whether use of TAR is required; whether TAR may be used in tandem with keyword searches; and whether the training coding must be disclosed to the opposing party.

B. \textbf{Requiring the Use of TAR}

\textsuperscript{157} Id. at 192.

\textsuperscript{158} Id. at 193.


\textsuperscript{160} See \textit{Harris v. Subcontracting Concepts, LLC}, No. 1:12-MC-82, 2013 WL 951336, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 11, 2013) ("[w]ith the advent of software, predictive coding, spreadsheets and similar advances, the time and cost to produce large reams of documents can be dramatically reduced"); \textit{Chevron Corp. v. Donziger}, No. 11-Civ-0691, 2013 WL 1087236, at *32 n.255 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 15, 2013) ("predictive coding is an automated method that credible sources say has been demonstrated to result in more accurate searches at a fraction of the cost of human reviewers"); \textit{In re Domestic Drywall Antitrust Litig.}, 300 F.R.D. 228, 233 (E.D. Pa. 2014); \textit{Malone v. Kuntner Ingredients, Inc.}, No. 4:12-CV-3190, 2015 WL 1470334, at *3 n.7 (D. Neb. Mar. 31, 2015) ("[p]redictive coding is now promoted (and gaining acceptance) as not only a more efficient and cost effective method of ESI review, but a more accurate one").

The same year *Da Silva Moore* was decided, another case addressed a party's attempt to require the opposing party's use of TAR. In *Kleen Products LLC v. Packaging Corporation of America*, a consolidated antitrust action, the defendants had already completed a large portion of their document review using keyword searches, which cost them over $1 million. The court, over the plaintiff's objection, declined to require the defendants to redo their discovery using TAR and instead insisted the parties meet and confer about modifying the existing search. The court emphasized that "res[ponding] parties are best situated to evaluate the procedures, methodologies, and technologies appropriate for preserving and producing their own electronically stored information."  

More recently, Magistrate Judge Peck, who decided *Da Silva Moore*, concluded in another case that even when parties had not begun the discovery process, one party could not compel the other to use TAR. In *Hyles v. New York City*, he acknowledged that while "in general, TAR is cheaper, more efficient and superior to keyword searching," an opposing party cannot be forced to review in a manner they do not agree with.  

If it is not up to the Court, or the requesting party, to force the [defendant] . . . to use TAR when it prefers to use keyword searching. While [Plaintiff] may well be correct that production using keywords may not be as complete as it would if TAR were used, the standard is not perfection, or using the 'best' tool, but whether the search results are reasonable and proportional."  

Of note, he wrote that there "may come a time when TAR is so widely used that it might be unreasonable for a party to decline to use TAR," but "[w]e are not there yet."  

Although some courts have flatly denied requests by parties to compel the opposing party to conduct discovery with TAR, others have not been so assertive. In *FDIC v. Bowden*, the court ordered the parties to "consider the use of predictive coding." In *Aurora Cooperative Elevator Co. v. Aventine Renewable Energy*, the court ordered the parties to "consult with a computer forensic expert to create search protocols. . . ."  

Similarly, in *Independent Living Center v. City of Los Angeles*, the Court ordered the use of TAR to search more than two million documents. The takeaway from these cases is that courts approve of TAR as a discovery tool and could be moving in a direction that TAR could be required in cases requiring the review of a large volume of documents.

---

163 Id. at *5.
164 Id. at *5 (citing The Sedona Conference, *The Sedona Conference Best Practices Commentary on the Use of Search and Information Retrieval Methods in E-Discovery*, 8 Sedona Conf. J. 189, 193 (Fall 2007)).
166 Id. at *1.
167 Id. at *3.
168 Id. at *3.
C. Coupling TAR with other Review Techniques

Where the universe of documents to review is extremely large, coupling TAR with other review techniques such as keyword searches or deduplication may be preferred by the reviewing party to any one technique employed on its own. Decisions have ranged from permitting such procedures, to criticizing and denying them. In In re Biomet M2A Magnum Hip Implant Products Liability Litigation,\textsuperscript{172} the defendant narrowed the population of possible documents from 19.5 million to less than 4 million using keywords and then utilized TAR on that smaller population of documents. The plaintiff argued such procedure tainted the results, but the court held that the methodology satisfied the standard of reasonableness set forth in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.\textsuperscript{173}

In Rio Tinto PLC v. Vales S.A.,\textsuperscript{174} yet another decision by Magistrate Judge Peck, the court permitted the use of keyword culling prior to TAR because the parties agreed to such a procedure. Cooperation and transparency were the central tenets of the decision. But it seems that Magistrate Judge Peck may not have approved this approach if deciding on a clean slate. Specifically, he commented that "[t]he Court itself felt bound by the parties' protocol, such as to allow keyword culling before running TAR, even though such pre-culling should not occur in a perfect world."\textsuperscript{175}

Finally, in Progressive Casualty Insurance Company v. Delaney,\textsuperscript{176} the court denied a request to switch from search terms and manual review to TAR. This case is not exactly parallel due to timing concerns related to the request\textsuperscript{177}. However, the court did criticize the plan to apply TAR to the limited document population that was responsive to the word search.\textsuperscript{178}

Based on this case law, it appears that courts believe that the parties must pick an approach and stick with it, as opposed to mixing and matching approaches during the course of discovery.

D. Disclosure Requirements

The most divisive and potentially relevant divide among courts is the issue surrounding the disclosure of seed, training, and validation sets. Such information may consist of irrelevant documents and attorney work product. In general, courts appear to favor disclosure—with most courts encouraging disclosure and others requiring disclosure.

\textsuperscript{172} No. 3:12-MD-2391, 2013 WL 1729682 (N.D. Ind. Apr. 18, 2013).

\textsuperscript{173} Id. at *3.

\textsuperscript{174} 306 F.R.D. 125, 128-29 (S.D.N.Y. 2015).


\textsuperscript{177} Progressive had already run the search terms to cull the documents and begun manual review lasting more than a month before the motion was filed. Id. at *7. The review protocol was negotiated between the parties and adopted by the court almost a year prior. Id. at *9. The motion before the court would have allowed Progressive to relieve itself of the burden it previously agreed to and use predictive coding on a smaller subset of the universe of ESI collected. Id. at *10. The court was unwilling to allow Progressive to skirt its prior agreement. Id.

\textsuperscript{178} Id. at *11.
In the Biomet case discussed above, the court held that it does not have the "authority to compel discovery of information not made discoverable by the Federal Rules."\(^{179}\) Because the seed set includes irrelevant documents used to code the machine, such documents are not discoverable.\(^{160}\) Despite this acknowledgment, the court also "urge[d] [the defendant] to re-think its refusal."\(^{181}\) This insistence was founded on the "spirit" of cooperation endorsed by the Sedona Conference.\(^{182}\) Even where parties voluntarily provide seed data and training, courts still highlight the importance of cooperation and transparency. In Da Silva Moore, the court noted that it "highly recommends that counsel in future cases be willing to at least discuss, if not agree to, such transparency in the [TAR] process."\(^{163}\)

But, some courts have taken a different approach and required disclosure of seed sets and training techniques. In Independent Living Center v. City of Los Angeles,\(^{184}\) the court ordered that the plaintiff "be involved in and play an active role" in the training process, including making "relevance determinations" in the training documents. In Winfield v. City of New York,\(^{185}\) the court ordered the defendant to both utilize TAR and provide an in camera review of the coding process.

Courts have even denied the use of TAR in part due to non-disclosure. In Progressive Casualty Insurance Company v. Delaney,\(^{186}\) the court criticized the plaintiff's unwillingness in its proposed TAR protocol to share with opposing counsel the irrelevant documents used to train the TAR tool. As noted above, this case was plagued with other concerns as well. But if nothing else, it illustrates that transparency can be a factor in the court's calculus of determining whether or not to permit TAR.

E. Local and International Rules Addressing Technology Assisted Review

Only one state, New York, has addressed TAR in its court rules. In an amendment which became effective on October 1, 2018, a new rule of the New York Supreme Court Commercial Division\(^{187}\) encourages litigants to use TAR as a means of reviewing electronically stored information. Specifically, the rule provides "parties are encouraged to use the most efficient means to review documents, including electronically stored information, that is consistent with the parties' disclosure obligations . . . and proportional to the needs of the case. Such means may

---


\(^{160}\) Id.

\(^{181}\) Id.

\(^{182}\) Id.

\(^{163}\) Da Silva Moore, 287 F.R.D. at 192.

\(^{184}\) No. 2:12-cv-00551, slip op.at 1-2 (C.D. Cal. June 26, 2014).

\(^{185}\) No. 15-cv-05236, 2017 WL 5664852, at *10 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 27, 2017).


\(^{187}\) The Commercial Division is a division of the New York Supreme Courts that hear complicated cases. For a case to be heard in the Commercial Division, it must meet a specific threshold for the amount in dispute. See Commercial Division-NY Supreme Court, http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/comdiv/ny/newyork.shtml.
include technology-assisted review, including predictive coding, in appropriate cases.\textsuperscript{188} Despite the encouragement provided by the rule, the Advisory Council Memoranda prepared when the rule was published still emphasized that the producing party is best situated to determine its needs in discovery.\textsuperscript{189}

International jurisdictions have similarly adopted the use of TAR as an option in eDiscovery but have not mandated its use. Ireland,\textsuperscript{190} England,\textsuperscript{191} and Australia\textsuperscript{192} all have rulings approving a party’s usage of TAR.

Finally, TAR can certainly be used in arbitration, whether domestic or international, if appropriate. However, the rules of the major arbitral bodies do not specifically address its use.\textsuperscript{193} That is not surprising; arbitration is a creature of contract and often meant to be a more expeditious forum than traditional, in-court litigation. As such, discovery in arbitration is usually more limited. That, in turn, means that there are less likely to be disputes in arbitration that would require discovery into such a broad universe of documents as to require the use of TAR. Similarly, international arbitration generally does not require the disclosure of documents on the same scale as domestic litigation, further lessening the need for TAR in that forum.\textsuperscript{194}

F. Notable Commentaries

Magistrate Judge Peck has also published a few articles on the topic of TAR. In fact, the leading article on predictive coding is attributable to Magistrate Judge Peck.\textsuperscript{195} The article generally discusses the mechanics of predictive coding and the shortcomings of manual review and of keyword searches.\textsuperscript{196} This article was adopted shortly after it was published by the court in Da Silva Moore.\textsuperscript{197}

\textsuperscript{188} 22 NYCRR § 202.70(g); N.Y. ct. rules § 202.70(g) (Rule 11-e of the Uniform Rules for the Supreme Court and the County Court).


\textsuperscript{190} See Irish Bank Resol. Corp. v. Quinn, [2015] IEHC 175 (H. Ct.) (Ir.), upheld by the Irish Court of Appeal.

\textsuperscript{191} Pynrho Inv. Ltd. v. MWB Prop. Ltd., [2016] EWHC (Ch) 256 (Eng.).

\textsuperscript{192} Money Max Intl Pty Ltd. (Tr.) v. QBE Ins. Grp. Ltd. [2016] FCAFC 148 at 3-4 (Austl.).


\textsuperscript{196} Id. at 29.

\textsuperscript{197} Da Silva Moore, 287 F.R.D. at 182. As noted above, the case was decided by Magistrate Judge Peck, thus this reference may have cemented the article’s popularity in the TAR literature.
Since then, TAR has continued to develop and so has the literature. State law journals and practice series have focused heavily on TAR in discovery. The Sedona Conference has published explicitly on the issue, highlighting continued concerns. All the publications point to the same conclusion: TAR is here, and it is here to stay. The Sedona Conference recognizes that the technology only will continue to improve, which may mean one day TAR will become the predominant discovery method.

G. Franchise Specific Cases

Despite extensive searching, the authors could not locate any published cases relating to the use of TAR and AI in franchise disputes. The authors believe that there is a dearth of franchise specific case law for at least two reasons. First, many franchise systems include arbitration clauses in the franchise agreement. This approach results in a significant percentage of franchise disputes moving forward in arbitration, where TAR is unnecessary or not contemplated, as discussed above. Second, absent challenges to system wide practices, franchise disputes are largely limited to a disagreement about a specific franchise location or group of locations. These kinds of disputes, by their very nature, have a more limited universe of documents.

That said, when it comes to discovery, franchise disputes are fundamentally the same as other commercial litigation and should be covered by the same rules and principles. Thus, TAR would be appropriate to use in a franchise dispute so long as the scale of the case justified its use. For example, TAR would be useful in cases that challenge a system-wide practice or in class or mass actions brought by consumers or franchisees.

VII. WELCOMING OUR NEW COMPUTER OVERLORDS: ON BEYOND DISCOVERY!

Although discovery is the most practical and most widely-used case for AI at the moment, the AI review process can assist attorneys in other legal contexts as well. Before entering litigation, AI engines can perform early case evaluations. The TAR Guidelines published by the Bolch Judicial Institute at Duke Law School suggest that early evaluation is useful to “get a high-level view of the overall makeup of documents” in a case to “better assist with legal strategy,” although this is a fairly limited view of what AI-based early evaluation could provide. With the right seed information drawn from public records like verdicts and settlements, it is conceivable that AI engines could predict likely outcomes of litigation based on a combination of document content, case location, jury behavior and viewpoints, judicial attitudes, trends in public sentiment, or any other correlated data. Much like Google Maps or Waze predicts traffic patterns and drive time based on analytic models, an AI case evaluator may tell a franchisor that a lawsuit is likely to result in a higher settlement amount for the franchisee when filing suit in Georgia as opposed to filing suit in New York or Delaware.

---


200 Id. at 48.

201 TAR Guidelines, supra note 139 at 30.
The TAR Guidelines also suggest that AI review is an excellent tool for deposition and trial witness preparation.\textsuperscript{202} AI discovery review can identify holes in document collections or witness narratives, find and categorize critical documents, and rank documents by their relevance to the case at large or to specific witnesses.\textsuperscript{203} It can also tie documents to key dates, assisting the trial attorney in creating a testimony outline. Also, because witnesses may use "code" terms in describing documents or events, AI review may figure those codes out based on their statistical correlation to known terms. Documents in the witness's "code" may elude a term-based search, but have a greater chance of being caught by natural language algorithms.

On the corporate side, AI engines may be used in internal document management situations such as corporate investigations and data segregation. For instance, an unhappy franchisee may claim that a franchisor’s sales staff made financial performance representations to the franchisee outside an Item 19 disclosure, in which case an internal investigation will reveal whether the sales staff made representations or comments that crossed ethical lines. Companies may conduct investigations into their directors to uncover breaches of fiduciary duty, or into their own systems to determine sources of data breaches. In any of these situations, AI engines may review internal documents in lieu of human forensic research.

In an internal corporate investigation, company data and metadata are searched to retrieve information relevant to the requested investigation. An AI-assisted investigation is designed to rely primarily on data, with the goal of finding quick answers, or at least a quick roadmap of second steps to explore, based on the company’s internal document records. Given that companies tend to have central servers and rely on email for a substantial portion of communications, AI review may prove an excellent tool for narrowing the scope of inquiry into documents responsive to the search. Meanwhile, in data segregation cases, AI engines may be pressed into identifying personally identifying information, medical records, consumer or employment records, or other sensitive data. The TAR Guidelines suggest this may be accomplished by pattern-based searches around credit card numbers, bank accounts, dates of birth, or other content that follows a similar pattern.\textsuperscript{204} It may be especially useful for the growing number of medical franchises, which face the simultaneous struggle of an exponentially growing amount of electronic documentation plus strengthening privacy regulations. AI-identified private data may then be quarantined, or stored securely.

Corporate transactions could end up being the greatest beneficiary of AI engines. As many corporate lawyers know, one of the most time consuming and expensive processes in a corporate transaction is due diligence. This process usually results in an army of attorneys reviewing vast quantities of documents to see if the target corporation has skeletons in the closet or any unusual obligations or risks. Moreover, most corporate attorneys know that even the most complicated of contracts contain a significant amount of boilerplate. In essence, due diligence is a process of looking for what is different or non-standard.

Although in its infancy relative to AI discovery, contract analysis software can perform due diligence for basic transactions. One provider, LawGeex, claims to have run a study showing that its due diligence software found loopholes and other risks in five nondisclosure agreements at a higher rate of accuracy — and, of course, much faster — than the group of trained corporate attorneys it went up against.\textsuperscript{205} The company claims that its product can produce better results

\textsuperscript{202} Id. at 34-35.

\textsuperscript{203} Id.

\textsuperscript{204} Id. at 36.

than human attorneys for simple contract terms within a defined acceptable template. If true, this may be the foremost application for the franchise context: AI engines can review FDDs for compliance with FTC and state regulations, or for uniformity/reasonableness with financial representations or cost forecasts. They could also review franchise agreements for term uniformity, state-specific addenda, or clauses that can vary by jurisdiction, like post-term noncompete provisions. Finally, AI could be used to examine financial statements for unusual line items or ratios that are outside of desired parameters.

Intellectual property law is also a potential target of disruption by AI engines, with startup companies devoted to searching trademark and patent databases for clearance\textsuperscript{206} and patent prosecution.\textsuperscript{207} These are interesting applications, but it is unlikely that companies will abandon the tried and true methods anytime soon. For many modern companies, much of their value derives from their patents and intellectual property. It is unlikely that many executives and boards will be willing to place the protection of their intellectual property in the hands of machines until the technology is very advanced or there is a critical mass of others in the industry who are using it.

Although this list is neither exhaustive nor established enough to be in many attorneys’ common vernacular, attorneys should not be surprised to see AI heavily featured in their practices in the future.

VIII. CONCLUSION

AI-assisted review is not a flash in the pan. Instead, it likely represents the next evolution in the practice of law for litigation with a significant amount of documents in dispute. Firms and attorneys who adopt this technology will place themselves at a competitive advantage over other firms. With in-house counsel increasingly focused on cost-effectiveness, counsel will likely be expected to make use of this technology in future litigation.
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